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vas is the final 'repoiL for the "Geostationary Plat-
torm ,, Mission and Payload Requirements Study" conducted by the
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volume I is the Executive Summary, and Volume 11 de-
scribes the work performed. During the contracting period,
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1.1	 WHY A LARGE SPACE PLATFORM?
Large space stations (geostationary platforms or orbital
antenna farms) offer the potential of lowering communications
costs through the economy of scale that results from combining
multiple satellite missions onto a single large satellite or plat-
form. These platforms, which are placed into 3eostationary orbit,
are characterized by their large aperture antennas interconnected
by a switch (or sw.tch(^s), diversity of missions (communications
and other), and the possibility of adding or replacing portions
to incrementally modify or update the payload or platforms in
orbit. By their very nature, these are characteristic of a new
shuttle-launched class of satellites.
2. CONTRACT OBJECTIVES
The contract specified that the following tasks be per-
formed (see Section 3 of the Technical Volume for further details):
a. Determine the optimum I)cations for geostationary
platforms.
b. Determine potential missions and their characteristics.
c. Contact potential users for their comments.
d. Determine the interface requirements between the mis-
sion,, and the geostationary platform.
e. Prepare a payload databook.
f. Conduct antenna tradeoff studies.
2.1	 STUDY LIMITATIONS
The underlying purpose of this study was to identify
time-phased missions and payloads for potential accommodation on
geostationary platforms and to identify the engineering require-
ments placed upon the platform housekeeping elements by selected
payloads. Subsequently an investigation contract for structural
studies would be awarded. The "Geostationary Platforms Mission
and Payload Requirements Study" contract did not examine non-
payload aspects such as structural design or propulsion stages,
and non-engineering factors such as flight operations or regula-
tory, statuatory, and institutional aspects. These and other
topics are the subject of the recently awarded NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center contract (NASB-33527) with General Dynamics.
3. PURPOSE: OF THE STUDY
This study examined the possibility of using a few plat-
forms in place of many small satellites to provide communications
and other services. It is based on the original "Orbital Antenna
Farm" conceived by W. L. Morgan and B. I. Edelson of the Communica-
tions Satellite Corporation (1) in 1975, and subsequent NASA
studies (2).
The purpose of this study was to identify and define
time-phased missions and payload that may be accommodated by
several geostationary platforms placed a*, high-traffic locations
around the globe (defined as covering the United States; North,
Central, and South America; and Western Europe). However, it was
not the intent to determine the economics, mechanical feasibility,
institutional propriety, assembly techniques, or overall satellite
configuration of geostationary platforms. NASA intended to sub-
sequently use the data developed under this contract to perform
tradeoff studies and analyses of potential geostationary platform




Platforms will be transported to low orbit by Shuttle.
one or more launches will contain the basic geostationary platform.
Deployment and assembly of sections of the platform, as well as
some tests, will be performed in low earth orbit. Upper stage
vehicles (e.g., Centaur, I.U.S., or the NASA-MSFC-OTV) will be
used to transfer the contents to the geostationary orbit. The
platforms may have an open-ended lifetime through periodic re-
placement of life-limited components (e.g., fuel and flywheels>,
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and retrofit of technology-limited devices (e.g., transponders'.
The basic platform will provide electric power, telemetry, station- .




Typical payload missions have been defined in terms of
frequencies, power, beam patterns, interconnections, support
requirements, and other characteristics, This study reviewed a
number of potential missions, consulted with leaders in industry,
determined the platform interface requirements and coordinated
with various NASA centers and headquarters.
	
3.3	 USER SURVEY
The user survey, which employed a novel card system,
resulted in data on individual satellite system requirements of
the future. The data included information on the earth station
figure-of-merit, the satellite antenna coverage, the amount of
traffic, and the date of substantial service via satellite for
31 service categories. The participants were asked to consider
individual. missions. Each organization waa given a copy of an
article by Jaffe, Fordyce, and Hamilton entitled, "A Switchboard
in the Slay Concept for Domestic Satellite Communications" (2i.
Subsequently, the 31 possible missions were consolidated
(with NASA-MSFC's guidance) into 12 missions, of which three were
considered duplicates of the study cos,ducted in parallel with the
Aerospace Corporation 131 under Contract NAS8-32281. In these






Table 4-1 shows the three lists of missions considered
in this study. Column 1 contains the service categories given in
the Statement of Work as potential subjects for investigation.
The list of categories for the user survey is in column 2. The
final list is a combination of columns 1 and 2.
Although all of the suggested services were included,
several have been corabined into a more ge!,,ieric form to increase
manageability. Only one, "standard time and frequency," was dis-
missed because of lack of interest. The deletion of this small
mission
	 affected the total geostationary platform mass and
power budgets by less than one percent.
4.2	 INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPATION
For the user survey (Task 1.3), a list of 31 potential
missions (compiled under Task 1.2 was presented perscnally to the
vice presidents of the leading telecommunications suppliers (car-
riers, programmers, users, and manufacturers). An attempt was made
to select both advocates and antagonists of the mission to provide
an appropriate cross section of the industry. The results of the
survey were used to configure missions, subject to NASA direction
in Task 1.2a (see Figure 4-1). It was then possible to synthesize
the platform interface requirements (Task 2a).









Trunking Systems Trunk Telephony High-Volume
and Fixed Networks International T•runking*
Private Line International
Mobile Systems
Maritime-Mobile Maritime Mobile, Sea
Search & Rescue Mobile,	 sea
Aeronautical-Mobile Aeronautical. Mobile, Air
Search & Rescue Mobile, Air
Lend-Mobile Land-Mobile Mobile, Land
Bush Voice Mobile, Land
Distribution Systems CATV Broadcast*
Educational TV Educational TV
Data Direct to User*
Electronic Funds
Transfer Direct to User*
Electronic Mail Direct to User*
Electronic Office Direct to User*
Telelibrary Direct to User*
Paging Direct to User*
Personal Communi-
cations Direct to User*
Public Safety Direct to User*
Remote Printing Direct to User*
Telehealth Direct to User*
*Adopted from the Aerospace Corporation Study.
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Geostationary	 Intersatellite	 Inter-platform Links
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The formal user survey, which was personnally conducted,
involved over 25 participants. In addition, informal contacts
were conducted with both U.S, and European contacts. The survey
covered all 31 mission categories. The users were informed that
the intent was to identify potential services which could be pro-
vided by a large communications platform and the platform inter-
faces. They were informed that the purpose of this study being
conducted for NASA was to determine the technical requirements
their needs would impose upon a platform. They survey was con-
ducted using sets of cards which contained choices of values for
each parameter or the name of a mission.
	
4.3	 MISSION `i'IMING
Thirty-one category cards were distributed along with
four date card:, ( 1979, 1984, 1989, and "unknown") . The user was
asked to sort the cards by the inception date of substantial com-
mercial service and to place them in each data deck by priority.
in this manner, the more vital categories were separated from the
less interesting. Table 4-2 shows the top ten missions by 1989.
	
4.4	 SPACE-TO-EARTH LINK REQUIREMENTS
Next the type of earth station envisioned to provide
each service in the 1980's (the NASA-provided time frame of the
initial platform) was identified. With knowledge of the earth
station's figure-of-merit (G/T s ), the service's bandwidth, the
signal-to-noise requirements, and the modulation method, the
satellite's equivalent isotropically radiated power (e.i.r.p.)
can be determined.
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Table 4--2. Satellite Missions
Selected in Survey
Top 10 Mission Selections
by 1989
Network TV Services (most likely)
Cable TV Services








4.5	 COVERAGE FROM THE GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT
Knowledge of the e.i.r.p. is riot sufficient to define
the transponder adequately to determine the platform interfaces.
Therefore, the users were offered a wide choice of satellite
antenna coverage patt,^Xns ranging from global to cluster beams.
Each category card k-;as matched with a coverage pattern.
The selected locations are shown in Table 4-2.





North America 120°W 1160W
South America 80°W" 60°W
(North & South America) (1000W) (97°W)
Western Europe 0°E 50E
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	4.6	 TRANSPONDER RF POWER OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS
The transponder power requirement at the antenna :input
may be determined when the e.i.r.p. and antenna pattern (which
translates to satellite antenna gain) are known.
	
4.7	 EARTH-TO-SATELLITE LINK :NPABILLTIES
in a similar manner, the up-link G/T s
 may be determined,
since the antenna gain, G, is now known and a typical satellite,
Ts , can be selected based on experience. With knowledge of the
up-link G/Ts , the earth station transmitter may be specified for,
a given margin and bandwidth.
	
4.8	 TRANSPONDER CHARACTERISTICS
Identification of the characteristics of the platform's
transponder, its antenna, its beamwidth (hence, the antenna point-
ing accuracy), and the DC power (using the DC to RF conversion
efficiency) is now possible for an individual mission's transponder.





The next question concerning the number of transponders
was not asked directly. (Many users admitted they had no idea
how many will be needed; others would not reveal corporate plans.)
However, users were asked what portion of the total communications
4-7
marketplace (for each of the categories) will be served by satel-
lites in 1984. Other NASA studies (4) have identified total
markets, and this survey then provided estimates of the submarket
share provided by satellites.
4.10	 USER SURVEY CONCLUSION S
The results of this survey ar,




Payloads were selected on the basis of the user survey,
industry contracts, and NASA direction. The final model list, is
shown in Table 4-1. The resulting spacecraft configuration con-
sidering the earth and space segments is given in Tables 5-1a and
5-lb.
These tables give the frequency, number of transponders,
bandwidth, RF power, system noise temperature, mass, and DC power
levels for each transponder. The antenna requirements are also
specified. Both the Aerospace Corporation (Table 5-1a) and the
COMSAT (Table 5-1b) results are given in a consistent format.
Appendix A of Volume TI extensively describes each of
the payloads assigned to COMSAT. One of these missions (the aero-
nautical mobile satellite service) has been included in this
volume as an example. Each of these models consists of a state-
ment of the mission objectives, the methodology, a list of the
users, a description of the mission payload, the space segment,
the platform support requirement, and the matching terrestrial
facilities. A table of the end-to-end parameters completes each
mission. This table, patterned after the ATS-F Databook format,
provides a full specification of each link. Additional material
includes the number of beams, the output backoff, and the suns of
the carrier-to-noise ratio and the margin.
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Mission 7. Mobile, Air
(Example of detailed data on each of the payloads
assigned to COMSAT provided in Appendix A of Volume II.)
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Mission Number: 7
Mission Name: Mobile, Air
Objective: Provide communications and navigation to/from
commercial aircraft.
Methodol,o • Links to/from commercial. aircraft are provided at
1.6/1.5 Glizin internationally allocated aeronautical mobile sat-
ellite bands. At the geostationary platform, these channels are
converted to the 5-GHz band (as used by Aerosat) for connection
to air traffic control and navigation centers.
User Communi^y: Airlines and the rational aerospace administra-
tions (e.g., F.A.A.).
Mission payload Description
Three 10° coverage beams illuminate the earth.
The air traffic control centers are connected via a
global beam at 5 Gliz to permit full interworking. Alternatively,




Navigation, search and rescue services are connected at
the aircraft and earth station ends.
This scenario closely follows the protocols jointly
agreed to by European, U.S., and Canadian interests and the re-
sulting memorandum of understanding.
Spage Segment Description*
Antennas: The antennas at 1.6/1.5 Glaz use a fixed phased array
of helical elements. The 5-GHz services are provided via a 0.2-m
horn. There are two 0.2-m horns per platform.
*The equipment is based on the Aerosat requirements.
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Receivers: Each geostationary platform has four dual 354 K
receivers.
Transmitters: 5 W and 90 W at 1.5 Gtiz, and one pair of 10 W at
5.125 GHz.
Frequency, up-link (GHz):
1.5 and 5.125 aircraft to geostationary platform)
5.880 (land to geostationary platform)
Frequency, down-link;
1.6 and 5.880 geostationary platform to aircraft)
5.125 (geostationary platform to land)
Harmonics: Fourth harmonic of 1.5 Gtiz falls in 6-GHz receive
band, fifth harmonic falls in 7-GHz band, and seventh harmonic
falls in 11-GHz band. Troublesome harmonics of 5.125 GHz are the
second (11-GHz band) and third (KSA up-link).
Antenna Surface Tolerance: Not applicable For 1.6/1.5-GHz global
helix. A loss of 0.7 dB results from a 7-mm rms at 1.6 GHz; and
0.4-mm rms at 5.88 GHz results in a loss of 0.04 dB.
Candidate Antenna Types: Helical arrays and front-fed reflectors
using rigid and mesh deployed reflectors. (The 5-GHz global beam
may use a horn antenna.)
e.i:r.p. (dBW): 38.0 (per channel) at 1.5 GHz and 20.1 at
5.125 GHz.






DC Input (W): 869
fi
RF Radiated (W): 176
Heat Radiated (W): 693
Thermal Constraints (C): 0 to 40
Weight Estimate (of trans ,ponders): 128.9
Weight Estimate (of antennas): 23.6 kg
Telemetr y or Data Link Requirements (a roximate): Power sup-
ply 2 , status per transponder = 21	 ~V
Commands (a roximate): On/off, redundant switch (per
transponder - 21 total)




Field of View: Global
Antenna Pointing Accuracy (deg): A +0.1° pointing accuracy re-
sults in a worst case loss of 0.,06 de for the 10° beams.
Contamination: None
Stationkeeping (deg): Not applicable because of hemispheric air-
craft beams and tracking earth stations.
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Land station: 400 kHz
Modulation/multiple access: SCFC/FM
Transmitter power (W per channel)
Aircraft:	 220 W
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One of the critical technology items is the antenna.
Table 5-2 tabulates the communications antenna requirements. The
requirements for these antennas are compared to the existing state-
of-the-art for large antennas using background material derived
from a NASA-JPL report (5). Figures 5-1 and 5-2 illustrate a
basic dilemma of beam clustering. If the 0.35 0 patterns of the
Aerospace Corporation study (31 and the Western Union traffic
distribution 141 are used, then a few beams (e.g., those covering
New York/Pennsylvania/New Jersey) carry a disproportionate share
of the total. U.S. traffic.. (The numbers denote the percent of
the U.S. traffic devoted to voice, data, and video services in
each geographic district). Other 0.35° beams covering the Rocky
Mountains and the deserts have very Little traffic. Traffic from
the heaviest node (New York City and environs) was divided among
three beans so that much of the short haul traffic (New York to
Philadelphia, New York to Boston, and New York to Pittsburgh)
could be contained within a Jingle beam to avoid the need for
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6. OVERALL PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS
The individual support requirements identified in the
mission models (Appendix A of Volume II) have been combined to
define the overall p:,atform requirements which are summarized in
Table 6-1.
Table 6-1. Platform Interface Requirements
Power Requirements (Approx.) 	 20 kW
Thermal Dissipation (Approx.) 	 16 kW (th)
Attitude Control (Gross*)	 t0.10
(Fine RF)	 t0.030 and ±0.070
Reflector Surface Structure
(Stability)	 0.018 to 5.5 cm rms
Stationkeeping (East-West)	 t0.10
(North-South)	 t0.10
* Measured at antenna roots.





Studies in the antenna area have indicated that addi-
tional work is needed on multibeam antennas using wide scan angles.
The shape of the individual beam patterns varies over the area to
be covered (contrary to simplistic hexagonal presentations), and
interference from the summation of the individual sidelobe levels
can be significant. These studies suggest that, by breaking the
area to be covered into different parts (e.g., a nation into
several regional markets using various independent reflectors),
the scan angle may be restricted to maintain pattern shape and to
reduce sidelobe levels. Since these topics are being addressed




	 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY
Occasionally, the antenna and radiometer beam pointing
requirements necessitate subplatforms even if an overall platform
pointing accuracy of 0.1° can be maintained. The use of light
rather than hexagonally rigid structures [2] will increase flexi-
bility; therefore, the platform pointing errors may be greater.
Also, under thermal stress conditions, the long booms may warp.
This study has successfully identified individual antenna beam
pointing requirements; subsequent studies (already under con-
tract [8]) have been tasked to consider these tradeoffs which




Ill B. I. Edelson and W. L. Morgan, "Orbital Antenna Farms,"
Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 15, No. 9, September 1977,
pp. 20-29.
(2] L. Jaffe, S. Fordyce, and E. C. Hamilton, "A Switchboard-in-
the-Sky Concept for Domestic Satellite Communications," Pre-
pared for NASA by Baker Development Corporation, NASA W-14211,
October 17, 1977.
(3) F. E. Bond, " Communication 4rchitecture for Large Geostationary
Platforms," International Astronautical Federation XXXth
Congress, Munich, September 17-22, 1 979, Paper IAF-79 - F-300.
141 11 18/30 GHz Communications System Service Demand Assessment,"
studies conducted by Western Union Telegraph Co. and U.S.
Telephone & Telegraph Corporation for NASA-Lewis Research
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